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The Kenneth Jabote Hair & Skin Company Announces Relocation
of Headquarters from Scottsdale to Fountain Hills, Arizona
March 25, 2006 (Scottsdale, AZ) – After thirty combined years of success, the Kenneth Jabote
Hair & Skin Company has taken the plunge. Its owners have decided to relocate their corporate
headquarters closer to home, in Fountain Hills, Arizona. “We enjoyed the success of having a
Scottsdale location and watched our company grow for the past fifteen years. And, we have
watched Fountain Hills grow too. We believe
that the growth in Fountain Hills can support
our business model. And, frankly, Fountain
Hills provides easy enough access to Sky
Harbor for travel to other shop locations,” said
Kenneth Jabote, co-owner and President of Kenneth Jabote Hair & Skin Company.
“I am really excited, said Pamala Jabote, the other owner and VP of Women’s Services.
“Owning our own hair products allows us the flexibility to operate from a resort location like
Fountain Hills or a satellite location in any major city… within a matter of hours.” Like most baby
boomers, retirement just isn’t in their immediate future and, with today’s communication and
information technology, working remotely provides a seamless environment for Kenneth Jabote
Hair & Skin Company clients. “It’s really a matter of shipping our custom designs ahead and
coordinating bookings via the phone and email. While we are grateful that our Arizona
customers are willing to travel to Fountain Hills for services, other clients will see no difference
in our accessibility.”
As for their clients, here’s what they have to say:

“I really

appreciate the professionalism and personal touch at Kenneth Jabote.
And, I am used to flying to Scottsdale every three to four months to see
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Kenneth… without giving it a second thought,” said Sande Olson of
Houston. “He is simply the best at hair extensions and most of us have
tried a few… from here to New York. Just ask Kenneth. If you want the
best, you won’t settle for anyone else. And, now that they will have a
satellite open right here [Houston]… well, I‘ll miss my trips to Scottsdale.
I may still fly out. Either way, I wouldn’t go anywhere else. Been there,
done that.

My hair is just too important to me,” said Olson, “and,

besides their expertise, they have developed pharmaceutical grade hair
products to help re-grow my hair. I can truly see a difference between
cosmetic over-the-counter products vs. their medical grade products.”
“I don’t mind driving to Fountain Hills. I won’t trust my hair to
anyone but Pam. I would fly to find her in Alaska if she moved there.
She is absolutely the best there is when it comes to hair prostheses,”
said a client who wishes to remain anonymous. “No one would ever
even guess that I wear a hair prosthesis, and you should have seen me
once upon a time. Ask Pam to see my pictures. I don’t care. You won’t
recognize the person I was. And, I love the person I see today. I’ve
been coming [to Pam] for more than 15 years. And, she still serves me
lunch.”
No one offers this business model with this level of private and professional service.
“Today, in business, you are only as limited as your vision” continued Pamala Jabote. The
Kenneth Jabote Hair & Skin Company provides a unique blend of products and services that
focus on immediate physical enhancements and measurable self-esteem improvement
solutions.
•

Non-invasive Hair Prostheses, Custom Wigs, and Men’s Hair Replacement Systems
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•

Hair Extensions to add length, volume, or camouflage

•

Permanent Makeup

•

Scar Camouflage from Accidents, Illness, or Reconstructive Surgery such as areolas.

Kenneth Jabote Hair and Skin Company offers the highest quality of imported, 100%human-hair hair alternative products. Kenneth Jabote Hair and Skin Company and their clients
work with top physicians in the field of Oncology, Plastic Surgery and Dentistry. “We will be at
our new Fountain Hills location by the end of March, and our projected goals are that we will
have satellites in major cities before 2010,” said Kenneth Jabote. “We are currently looking at a
Houston, Texas expansion.”
“Ours is a fulfilling life’s work,” said Pamala Jabote. “We work with men and women who
have lost their sense of personal joy, wellness, and self-esteem because of premature hair loss
due to disease or heredity, or scarring due to life’s work, accidents, or reconstructive surgery.
It’s a gratifying thing to see an immediate smile when positive changes are first realized.”
Kenneth and Pamala Jabote are lead educators in the field of hair loss and hair
enhancement resolution. They also have a national team of tertiary skin care specialists that
provide a full line of intradermal skin enhancement solutions. Their company’s services are
booked two to three weeks out in any given month. “It makes traveling for work perfect for us
and our entire team,” said Jabote. “It also means long hours, but they are extremely fulfilling
ones. We can’t imagine doing anything else.”
For more information, contact Kenneth Jabote Hair & Skin Company 480-945-3885 or visit
their Website at www.jabote.com
______________________________
Kenneth Jabote Hair & Skin Company has been offering hair and skin enhancement services since 1975. Their
mission is to enhance client self-image and create an immediate sense of well being through state-of-the-art hair loss
solutions and cosmetic intradermal services. Kenneth Jabote Hair & Skin Company is today’s most requested
professional provider of hair and skin enhancement services.
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Clients range from people just like you and me, to medical patients and celebrities. Kenneth Jabote is dedicated to
providing hair and skin enhancement services in a caring, personal, and private environment. Owners, Kenneth
Jabote and Pamala Jabote are accredited "alternative hair solution" educators and master-level national trainers in
the field of hair care, emerging hair alternatives, and intradermal cosmetic technologies.

###
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